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Abstract—Community-driven Question Answering services are
gaining increasing attention with tens of millions of users and
hundreds of millions of posts in recent years. Due to its size,
there is a need for users to be able to search these large
question answer archives and retrieve high quality content.
Research work shows that user reputation modeling makes a
contribution when incorporated with relevance models. However,
the effectiveness of different link analysis approaches and how
to embed topical information—as a user may have different
expertise in various areas—are still open questions. In this
work, we address these two research questions by first reviewing
different link analysis schemes—especially discussing the use of
PageRank-based methods since they are less commonly utilized
in user reputation modeling. We also introduce Topical PageRank analysis for modeling user reputation on different topics.
Comparative experimental results on data from Yahoo! Answers
show that PageRank-based approaches are more effective than
HITS-like schemes and other heuristics, and that topical link
analysis can improve performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Community-driven Question Answering (CQA) has existed
for decades as part of bulletin board systems and Usenet, but
has recently been popularized within web portals in which
users answer questions posed by other users. CQA has proven
to be more effective since users can post natural language
questions rather than issuing several word queries to search
engines. One typical example of a CQA system is Yahoo!
Answers, which already attracts tens of millions of users and
stores hundreds of millions of questions and answers [1].
Unfortunately, users may post similar or identical questions
multiple times and the quality of answers varies drastically.
Recent work [2] shows that a large portion of content in CQA
is not useful for users. On one hand, it is not appropriate for
users to re-post existing questions. On the other hand, users
may find it difficult to browse within the large question-answer
archive. Therefore, there is of increasing interest to build
retrieval mechanisms to automatically search in a questionanswer archive and provide high quality content to users.
Not surprisingly, much research work (e.g., [3], [4]) has
shown that reputation of users are good indicators of the
quality and reliability of the content. Many ranking schemes
which take advantage of user reputation (e.g., [5], [6], [3])
have been proposed to provide search results to users. The
assumption behind these methods is that highly authoritative
users may provide high quality content. Since the naturally
bipartite structure of CQA where users who post questions

and users who provide answers can be seen as two subcommunities within CQA, several ranking approaches (e.g.,
[5], [6]) derived from the HITS algorithm [7] have been shown
to improve retrieval performance. However, there is no evidence to show whether this is the most effective way to model
users’ expertise. In addition, PageRank-like ranking schemes
are less used to model reputation in a CQA context due to
several possible reasons. One of them is that it is relatively
difficult to see whether CQA has the “hierarchical ranking
structure” that PageRank provides where the reputation of
users depend not only on the number of questions and answers
a participant produces but also on who the user interacts with,
compared to naturally bipartite structure of HITS.
In this paper, we discuss how to use PageRank to model
user reputation in CQA. We view the link between users as
reflecting the likelihood of one user providing an answer to
the other. In addition, we introduce topical link analysis [8],
which has shown success in modeling web page authority into
CQA and show how to incorporate topical information. Our
specific contributions include: 1) The use and justification of
a PageRank-based method for user reputation modeling in
CQA; 2) The introduction of topical link analysis for user
reputation modeling in CQA. The method does not use any
site-specific features and can be easily applied to other social
media; 3) Showing how probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(pLSA) can be embedded into user reputation modeling; 4) A
comparative study for several popular user reputation modeling
schemes in terms of retrieving best answers in Community
Question Answering services.
In Section II, we review related work in terms of some
general CQA studies, user reputation modeling and link analysis. In Section III, we review several existing user reputation
modeling schemes and discuss how to use PageRank in CQA.
In Section IV, we discuss topical link analysis in CQA and its
challenges. Section V describes experimental results showing
the effectiveness of different ranking schemes. Section VI
provides discussions and future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Community-based Question Answering (CQA) has become
an active research area. Much of the work has focused on
Yahoo! Answers due to its popularity. Song et al. [9] propose a metric “question utility” for studying usefulness of
questions and showed how question utility can be integrated

into question search as static ranking. Various retrieval models
or systems have been proposed (e.g., [10], [11]) to extract
answers from QA or FAQ services. Jeon et al. [12] present a
framework for using non-textual features like click counts to
predict the quality of answers, incorporated with a language
modeling-based retrieval model. Agichtein et al. [3] present
a supervised approach to mining user interaction and contentbased lexical features to identify high quality content in CQA.
Bian et al. [13] develop a ranking system to retrieve relevant
and high-quality answers. Most models above do not explicitly
integrate content quality and user reputation information into
the ranking process. Hong and Davison [4] show that user
authority is a good indicator for retrieving answers from
discussion boards. Zhang et al. [5] applied both ExpertiseRank
and HITS to identify users with high expertise. Jurczyk and
Agichtein [6] show an application of the HITS algorithm
to a CQA portal, especially the user interactions graph, and
show a positive correlation between authorities calculated with
the HITS algorithm and answer quality. Zhou et al. [14]
propose a method for co-ranking authors and their publications
using their networks. Most of the work discussed above do
not provide a comparative study how their ranking scheme
outperforms others. At the same time, most ranking schemes
are based on the HITS algorithm.
Two of the most prominent link analysis algorithms, PageRank [15] and HITS [7], have been shown to be successful in
the context of evaluating quality of Web pages. Nie et al. [8]
proposed Topical PageRank and Topical HITS which embed
topical information when propagating authority scores. They
showed that topical PageRank and topical HITS outperform
PageRank and HITS respectively. As far as we know, no
research work has shown that whether these ranking schemes
can be applied to user reputation modeling especially in the
context of CQA.
III. U SER R EPUTATION M ODEL R EVIEW
In this section, we will review several user reputation
models based on link analysis and simple heuristics.
A. HITS-like scheme
Kleinberg [7] identifies two important properties for a web
page: hubness and authority, and proposes a mechanism to
calculate them effectively. The basic idea behind HITS is that
pages functioning as good hubs will have hyperlinks pointing
to good authority pages, and good authorities are pages to
which many good hubs point. Authority and hub scores of a
web page can be computed via mutual reinforcement, which
can be described as follows:
X
H(j)
(1)
A(i) =
j:j→i

H(i) =

X

A(j)

(2)

receive informative answers will have many in-links and a user
who often answers questions from others will have many outlinks, indicating that the first type of users displays the hubness
property and the second type shows authority. Using equation
(1) and (2), we can calculate hub and authority scores for each
user in CQA. Sometimes, however, we need a single score to
represent the rank of a user. For example, when combining
other models (e.g., relevance models), a single user rank score
may help us simplify our overall model. One easy way is
to combine them in a linear fashion, which is used in our
experiments:
U serRank(i) = γ ∗ A(i) + (1 − γ) ∗ H(i)

(3)

B. PageRank-like scheme
Page et al.’s PageRank [15] is a static ranking of web pages
based on the measure of prestige in social networks. PageRank
can be seen as a random surfer model in which a surfer on
a given page i can choose with probability (1 − d) to select
uniformly one of its outlinks and with probability d to jump
to a random page from the web. The PageRank score of node
i is defined as the stationary probability of finding the random
surfer at node i. One formulation of PageRank is:
X P R(j)
1
+d
(4)
P R(i) = (1 − d)
O(j)
N
j:j→i
PageRank is not a popular choice to model user reputation
in the context of CQA. One possible reason is that there
is no obvious evidence implying that “hierarchical ranking”
is better than the bipartite structure used in HITS (or even
as effective). In addition, equation (4) indicates that a node
would share its PageRank score by uniformly distributing the
value to each out-going link. However, if we treat each user
as a node and there would be a link from user i to j if j
answers a question posted by i, it does not make much sense
that user i would share its importance to user j since user j
should have higher expertise because of answering questions.
Furthermore, PageRank needs to randomly “jump” to any page
on the Web even there is no hyperlink between them. This
lacks an intuitive explanation since it is difficult to think about
a user who can share authority with other users with whom
the user never interacts. In this paper, we think about the links
between user nodes as the possibility that interactions could
happen between users. If no interactions ever happen between
two users, they still might invoke interactions in the future with
a certain low probability, captured by the “random jump” part
of PageRank If they already have interactions, the probability
of their future interactions would be higher than random and
indicated by the number of existing interactions, which is
captured by “out-going links” part of PageRank. Therefore,
the PageRank score of a user measures the activeness of this
user.

i:i→j

If we treat each user as a node and if user i answers a question
posted by user j, there will be a link pointing from i to
j. Therefore, a user who often posts good questions which

C. Other Heuristics
In [5], Zhang et al. propose a heuristic ranking scheme
called Z-Score that is based on the number of questions and

answers one user generates. Z-Score is calculated as follows:
a − n/2
a−q
Z= √
= √
n/2
a+q

(5)

where a is the number of answers provided by one user, q is the
number of questions produced by one user, and n is the sum of
a and q. Zhang et al.’s rationale for the heuristic is to measure
the difference in behavior from a “random” user who posts
answers with probability p = 0.5 and posts new questions with
probability 1 − p = 0.5. If the user equally asks or answers
questions, the z-score will be close to 0. A positive z-score
captures a user who asks answers more than asks. Another
simple heuristic is derived from [4] in which the authors found
that the number of posts a user generates and the number of
replies a user provides are two good indicators for the user
reputation in forums. Here, we use the linear combination of
the number of questions and answers a user generates as the
model of reputation:
SimpleRank = θ ∗ a + (1 − θ) ∗ q

(6)

where a is the number of answers one user provides and q
is the number of questions that user produces. The parameter
θ is used to control whether we emphasize the capability to
post new questions or to answer questions for a user. In our
experiment, we use θ = 0.8 to focus on the capability to
answer questions.
IV. T OPICAL L INK A NALYSIS

FOR

U SER R EPUTATION

So far, all user reputation models we reviewed are trying
to give a “global” user reputation score, which means that the
score represents the user’s authority across all topics. However,
one may argue that an expert in Computer & Internet may not
give good suggestions in Gardening. Obviously, it is better
to give authority scores according to different topics and rank
user reputation differently. That is why some ranking schemes
are designed to take topical information into account, such
as Topic-Sensitive PageRank [16]. Here, we want to review
Topical PageRank [8], one successful topical ranking scheme,
and discuss how to adapt it into the context of user reputation
modeling in CQA.
A. Topical PageRank
The main motivation of Topical PageRank is that the
authority score of a web page should be modeled with respect
to different topics. The basic idea of Topical PageRank is to
incorporate topic distribution into the representation of each
web page as well as the importance score of each page.
Therefore, two vectors are associated with each page: the
content vector and the authority vector. The content vector
Cu : [C(u1 ), C(u2 ), ..., C(uT )] is a probability distribution
representing the content of u, solely determined by content
itself. The authority vector Au : [A(u1 ), A(u2 ), ..., A(uT )] is
used to measure the importance of the page where A(uK ) is
the importance score on topic K.
Topical PageRank is also a random surfer model. On each
page, the surfer may either follow the outgoing links of the

page with probability 1 − d or jump to a random page with
probability d. When following links, the surfer may either stay
on the same topic to maintain topic continuity with probability
α or jump to any topic i on the target page with probability
1 − α . The probability of jumping to topic i is determined by
C(ui ). When jumping to a random page, the surfer is always
assumed to jump to a random topic i . Therefore, the authority
score A(i) on page u is calculated as follows:
X αA(vi ) + (1 − α)C(vi )A(v)
A(ui ) = (1 − d)
O(v)
v:v→u
(7)
d
+ C(ui )
N
P
where A(v) = A(vi ). Note that authors in [8] also proposed
a topical version of the HITS algorithm, which may be
interesting to adapt into CQA in future work.
B. Adapting Topical PageRank to CQA
One question for Topical PageRank is how to obtain the
content vector Cu . In [8], a text classifier trained on the pages
selected from the twelve top categories (e.g., Arts, Computers, Games) of the dmoz Open Directory Project (ODP) was
used. For CQA, a fine-grained topic distribution like Software
and Hardware is needed, which is usually hard to obtain. In
order to adapt Topical PageRank for CQA, we propose to use
an unsupervised learning algorithm to obtain content vector.
In this work, we use probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(pLSA) [17], a simple unsupervised topic modeling method.
pLSA is a generative model in which documents are not “hard”
classified to topics but characterized by a mixture of topics
with weights. The model is to maximize the log-likelihood
function
XX
X
L=
n(d, w)logP (d)
P (w|z)P (z|d)
(8)
d

w

z

where n(d, w) denotes the number of times w occurred in d.
The standard computation procedure for maximum likelihood
estimation in latent variable models is the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. We do not include details of EM in
our paper.
After knowing the topic distribution of each document (here,
in CQA, each question and each answer can be seen as one
document), we want to know the topic distribution of each
user if we treat users as nodes. One simple way is to add
the topic distribution of each document one user Ui generates
together. Therefore,
X
P (z|d)
(9)
P (z|Ui ) =
d∈Q(Ui )

where Q(Ui ) represents all the documents user i produces.
Another approach is to introduce a new variable u into
pLSA model to represent users. Therefore, the log-likelihood
function is :
XXX
X
L=
n(d, w, u)logP (d)
P (u|z)P (w|z)P (d|z)
u

d

w

z

(10)

The advantage of this approach is that we can directly obtain
the topic distribution for each user through EM algorithm.
However, this would require more computation especially for
large-scale data. In this work, we do not introduce the new
variable and focus instead on the simpler method.

TABLE I
R ESULTS OF BM25
P@1(S)
0.0857

MRR
0.1414

P@1(R)
0.3410

P@10
0.3170

MAP
0.3081

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we will compare several ranking schemes
including what we introduced in previous sections.
A. Experimental Setup
We crawled 59,936 posts from Yahoo! Answers through
its API, where 14,122 are questions and 45,814 are answers.
Among all answers, 12,731 are selected as “best answers” by
users to particular questions. 37,940 unique users are extracted
from the dataset. Since we do not have real queries that users
issued in Yahoo! Answers for searching the question answer
archive, we treat each question in our dataset as a query
and all answers as potential answers to the query. Therefore,
we have 12,731 questions as queries and their corresponding
best answers as relevant results. (We do not consider those
questions that have no best answers.) We want to measure
ranking schemes in two ways. First, we want to see whether
a ranking scheme can return the best answer selected by user
high in the return-list. Second, we want to see whether the
ranking scheme can return more best-answers higher than
other answers. Specifically, we are looking at these metrics:
• Precision@1(Strict): If the question has the answer selected as the best answer, this best answer should return
at the first place if we use the whole question as a query.
• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): Same as the metric above,
we want to see the position where the best answer ranked
if the question has the best answer chosen by the user.
The above two metrics are strict metrics since each question
(or query) only has one answer (or relevant result). In order
to evaluate ranking schemes for our second goal, we relax the
constraint of returned answers by treating all best answer as
relevance results.
• Precision@1(Relaxed): We only want to see whether the
top result is a best answer regardless whether it is the
best answer selected for the query or not.
• Precision@10: We want to see how many results in top
10 positions are best answers.
• Mean Average Precision (MAP): We sum up the precision
score whenever a new best answer retrieved and average
all scores across all queries (questions).
Since we need to calculate the relevance score for each answer,
user reputation model itself is not enough. We combine user
reputation model with the Okapi BM25 weighting function.
For each answer, we calculate two rankings, one from BM25
and the other one from a user reputation model and combine
them as follows:
λ ∗ rankBM25 (a) + (1 − λ) ∗ rankUSER (a)

Fig. 1.

P@1 (Strict)

for each method and metric, we show how this parameter
influences the ranking results. The results of only using
BM25 are shown in Table I, where P@1(S) indicates Precision@1(Strict) and P@1(R) indicates Precision@1(Relaxed).
We do not include the results of Z-Score in the following
discussions since it performs worst in our experiments and the
values for each evaluation metric is low. Figure 1 and 2 show
the result of using “Strict Metrics” as λ is varied from 0.8 to
0.9. Two obvious observations can be quickly obtained. First,
all the results are worse than using BM25 ranking result alone.
The reason may be that sometimes the best answer could be
produced by users that might not be the first authoritative
user (e.g., may be second or third). Since “Strict Metrics”
only measure whether the best answer can be retrieved or
not, we argue that the results may not reflect what would
happen in real world where users often issue short queries
that are less likely to match a whole question. However, this
result does give us hints about how different ranking schemes
perform in terms of “Strict Metrics”, which leads to the second
observation that PageRank-like approaches perform better than

(11)

Unsurprisingly, the parameter λ affects the final results. Thus,

Fig. 2.

MRR

Fig. 3.

P@1(Relaxed)

retrieval performance significantly, which validate the conclusions from other related work that user reputation models
can help retrieval tasks in CQA. PageRank-like approaches
still outperform simple heuristics and the HITS-like scheme.
The results also indicate that SimpleRank performs similarly
to the HITS-like scheme. This is more evidence that HITS
cannot model “hierarchical authorities” as discussed above.
One interesting observation is that as λ increases, P@1(Strict),
P@1(Relaxed) and MRR also increase but P@10 and MAP
decrease. Because the first three metrics only focus on one
answer (or relevance result) per question (or query), as we
discussed before, user reputation modeling may not help much
and P@1(Strict) and MRR are actually worse than only using
BM25. On the other hand, if we care about returning more
relevant results, P@10 and MAP show the value of user
reputation modeling and indicate a significant improvement.
C. Topical PageRank

Fig. 4.

P@10(Relaxed)

HITS-like schemes and other heuristics. HITS-like schemes
cannot capture the notion of “hierarchical authorities”, which
means that the user who can answer a question posted by
an authority should have higher authority score. PageRanklike approaches naturally model this notion and give better
approximation than HITS.
B. Relaxed Metrics
If we use “Relaxed Metrics”, Figures 3, 4 and 5 show
that all ranking methods combined with BM25 can improve

Fig. 5.

MAP(Relaxed)

For Topical PageRank, we use pLSA as our topic model
and specify 20 latent variables (topics). Since our dataset is
from the Computer & Internet category of Yahoo! Answers,
which has 7 sub-categories, we arguably think the number of
latent variables (topics) would necessarily cover major topics.
However, this number can be given by the number of positive
singular values of the word-chunk matrix, a popular technique
used in text mining [18].
In Figures 1-5, PageRank and Topical PageRank perform
similarly and we want to see whether there is a significant
difference or not. We perform a t-test on each evaluation
metric, showing that Topical PageRank does significantly better than PageRank on P@1(Strict), MRR and P@1(Relaxed)
(p-value=0.05) while PageRank does significantly better than
Topical PageRank on P@10 and MAP (p-value=0.05). The
possible reason that Topical PageRank performs better on
those metrics that only consider one result per query is that
Topical PageRank can capture the notion that certain users
only have expertise on some topics. So a user may not be
an overall computer expert but can provide several good
answers just for hardware repair. In other words, PageRank
would average the authority score for all topics and therefore
give better approximation for more macro-level evaluation
metrics such as P@10 and MAP. Another reason that the
results of PageRank and Topical PageRank are close is that
our dataset only consists of questions and answers in one
main category, Computer & Internet. Compared to [8] where
they used topics of the top level of the ODP hierarchy, the
difference between topics in our dataset is relatively small.
You can imagine that a good expert in Computer may not
be an authority in Sports but we probably need to agree
that a good expert in Computers may also be an expert in
Computer Software. In this case, Topical PageRank shows
similar performance as PageRank itself. However, we postulate
that if a more topic-diverse dataset is used, Topical PageRank
would provide more benefit than PageRank because this less
diverse dataset already shows the improvement of Topical
PageRank.

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF DIFFERENT α
α
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90

P@1(S)
0.0225
0.0223
0.0223
0.0224
0.0221

MRR
0.0476
0.0475
0.0475
0.0475
0.0473

P@1(R)
0.4450
0.4447
0.4458
0.4460
0.4456

P@10
0.4334
0.4335
0.4336
0.4336
0.4337
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Since Topical PageRank has a parameter α to indicate the
probability of whether to stay on the topic or jump to other
topics, we choose several different α values to see how this
parameter influences our experimental results. In this set of
experiments, we also combine the ranking with BM25 where
λ is chosen as 0.88, the value at which the best performance
of Topical PageRank is achieved. Table II details the results.
Obviously, different α values do not influence final ranking
results so much. We think it is due to the lower diversity of
our dataset since “jumping” to other topics would still remain
in Computer & Internet.
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most user reputation models give a “global” reputation for a
user which may not reflect the authority of a user in certain
topics. Additionally, BM25 plus user reputation models may
not be a good approach to Question Answering task but are
good indicators for returning high quality content (which is
different from Question Answering!).
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whether the diversity of topics in a dataset impacts the results
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